
Viñales – Excursiones y Actividades 
 

Viñales is one of the most emblematic areas of Cuba, which offers a wide range of possibilities 

for the region, its culture and traditions.  

So you can organize your stay, then we detail the visits and excursions that you can make.  

Hiring trips must be made well in advance and through the following emails: 

lisetreservas@gmail.com  

excursionesvinalesreservas@gmail.com 

 

1. A GUIDED TOUR OF THE VALLEY HORSE VIÑALES 

  

The horseback riding is an adventure for those who 

want to enjoy an unforgettable experience. A beautiful 

journey through the Valley of Viñales is performed, with 

hummocks, by various paths through the fields. A visit to 

La Casa del Campesino and Drying Snuff, where you 

have the opportunity to meet the same development 

process is performed. Besides traditional drinks also taste 

of the region.  

 

Duration: 4 hours - Difficulty: Easy  

 

 

2. GUIDED WALK: COCO SOLO - PALMARITO 

  

 Around the hummocks, between the valleys and slopes, 

you will see the wonderful biodiversity of flora and 

fauna.  

During the tour you can visit the house of the farmer, 

drying of snuff and fields. Depends on the time of year 

can visit the cave of silence, where you can swim in 

some pools of groundwater. 

  

Duration: 5 hours - Difficulty: Easy  

 

Optional excursions along the same path.  

Duration: 3 hours - Difficulty: Easy  
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3. GUIDED WALK: WONDERS OF VIÑALES 

 

   

Interesting tour where you can observe the wonders of 

the forest with its spectacular living fossil : the Palma 

cork , also numerous birds of unique colorful and 

beautiful songs , molluscs which live only in this region, 

curious termite and other native species of flora wildlife 

and National Park Viñales . 

  

  

Duration: 3 hours - Difficulty: Easy  

 

 

4. GUIDED WALK: SAN VICENTE - ANCÓN 

   

Unique landscapes with abundant flora and fauna of 

exceptional beauty and color , a cave that will lead 

you to virgin forests where you can observe rare and 

curious termite chokes trees grace the parkland 

beyond the valley and the sound of birds capriciously 

will be visible to your eyes make this walk one more 

single , Natural experience. 

 

Duration : 4 hours - Difficulty: Medium  

 

 

5. GUIDED WALK: THE RIVERS MURMULLO 

  

Wonderful tour of paths between streams and natural 

waterfalls , which will make this an unforgettable ride . 

Where you can watch the flora and fauna of the 

area and the curious natural formations 

environment . 

  

  

  

Duration: 3 hours - Difficulty: Easy  
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6. GUIDED WALK: HELL TO PARADISE ( AQUATIC ) 

 

   

The walk is named in connection with the local traditions 

of the resident population , who have belief in the 

healing properties of water. It goes through the whole 

complex of vegetation and wooded hills , very diverse 

and attractive landscape , all harmonically related to 

the rural population of the area and the culture of snuff . 

  

 

Duration : 4 hours - Difficulty : Medium 

 

 

7. GUIDED WALK: SILENCEN OF PARADISE + ORGANIC FARM 

  

 Meet in a nice golf course and famous snuff Cuba 

culture , visiting a drying of snuff where you will be shown 

the process of drying leaf snuff , stopping at the house of 

a farmer and an organic farm with wonderful views Valle 

de Viñales. Where you are optionally offered the 

opportunity to perform a traditional lunch . 

  

Duration : 4 hours - Difficulty: Medium  

 

 

8. TOUR OF SANTO TOMAS CAVE SYSTEM 

 

   

  

La Gran Caverna de Santo Tomás is a huge cave system 

that has seven levels.  

It is the largest cave system in Cuba because it has over 

45 miles of hiking and interconnected galleries, spread 

over eight levels and more than 10 entries.  

Access to the cave Price: 10 CUC.  

  

The price of access to the facilities are not included in the price.  

 

 


